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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Children are taught, from a young age,
“work smarter, not harder.”
This axiom remains true throughout life. Successful
businesses don’t just happen. They are led by
incredibly talented individuals who have an innate
understanding of business and a keen sense for
trends. Translating those insights into action is the
dividing line between the winners and losers.
The phrase “business intelligence” was first coined
by Richard Millar Devens in his book, “Cyclopedia of
Commercial Business Anecdotes,” published in
1865. The term remained relatively obscure until it
was adopted by Hans Peter Luhn, a researcher at
IBM, who published an article in 1958 that defined
business intelligence for the modern age.
Today, business intelligence commonly refers to the
analysis and visualization of complex sets of data
that can be used to improve the operations of an
organization. Such data might be self-reported (like
employee turnover), generated through surveys
and feedback, mined from existing sources (e.g.,
public health records), or purchased from third
party organizations that specialize in consumer
insights.
The applications for business intelligence are
innumerable and can take many different shapes.
Modern companies have been employing business
intelligence for more than 100 years. While the
methods and outcomes may vary, the core premise
remains the same – systematically interpreting and
understanding trends that enable a business to
take action that improves performance and
outcomes.

Business Intelligence in Action
Presented here are some real world examples that
demonstrate how varied the application of business
intelligence can be.
At the beginning of the 1900’s, famed retailer
Macy’s was fast outgrowing their lower Manhattan
store. Management had to decide between the
costs of remodeling the existing store or choosing a
new location with a custom build. While the costs

involved were an important factor, Macy’s
executives looked beyond the ledger book.
Senior leadership realized that the demographics
around the original location were changing. People
were beginning to move further uptown, and it was
only a matter of time until the population center
would shift. When Macy’s built their new flagship
store on Herald Square in New York City, it was
located so far north of their customer base that they
had to provide special transportation services to get
patrons through the front door. Today, that store is a
Manhattan landmark, posting annual revenue of
more than $600 million dollars. (1) Estimates value
the building and location as being worth in excess
of $3 billion dollars. (2)
Microsoft requires large amounts of office space for
its employees to work in. While no one likes to be
cramped at work, having teams spread out over
multiple buildings on a campus isn’t always a great
solution either. In 2015, Microsoft’s internal analytics
division studied a campus of five buildings, housing
roughly 1,200 employees. Analysts noted that the
travel time it took to get to and from meetings was
causing a major drain on productivity. The team
postulated that condensing the campus from five
buildings to four would have a major impact on
performance. It turns out, they were right. When
employees were rearranged in the smaller number
of buildings, travel time to meetings was nearly cut
in half. Collaboration also improved, with team
members spending an average of four more hours
per week in face-to-face collaboration. Employees
saved more than 100 hours per week in travel time,
resulting in a $520,000 increase in productive time
for the tech giant. (3)
Coca Cola has long had to rely on retailer supplied
shelving measurements when planning and
designing bottle displays. Invariably, mistakes were
made in this process, resulting in sizing and
construction errors that proved costly. In response
to this, Coca-Cola representatives began using a
phone based application to take pictures of store
shelving. These pictures were uploaded to a central
service. There, measurements could be taken
digitally via the photographs, resulting in
customized displays that fit perfectly, every time. (4)

THE WORLD IS

DROWNING IN DATA
To truly understand how business
intelligence can be applied within an
organization, one must first
understand the source material being
utilized. The cornerstone of business
intelligence is data. What is data
though?

But, it’s not easily searchable. How many times have
you gone back through a notebook in a vain
attempt to locate a thought that you wrote down
several weeks ago?
Hence, business intelligence thrives on turning
unstructured data into structured data. Then, that
data is analyzed for trends and insights that might
not have otherwise been apparent.

According to Miriam-Webster, data is defined in
three different ways.
1. factual information (such as measurements or
statistics) used as a basis for reasoning, discussion,
or calculation
2. information in digital form that can be
transmitted or processed
3. information output by a sensing device or organ
that includes both useful and irrelevant or
redundant information and must be processed to
be meaningful
In the world of business intelligence, we are most
concerned with definitions 1 and 3. With this in
mind, useful “data” can take on numerous different
forms; every record that you keep, every
spreadsheet that you create, and interaction that
you document is a source of data.
Next, we need to examine the difference between
structured and unstructured data.
Structured data is probably what you think of when
you envision “data” in your head. It’s spreadsheets
with columns, rows, numbers and variables. The
data is defined and it means something within the
data source. “Y” equals yes and “N” equals no, for
instance.
Unstructured data is everything else. It’s the
hodgepodge of files, documents, social media posts,
and other records that we keep. A great way to
think about unstructured data is your daily
notebook. It is filled with important project details,
reminders, and numbers.

Bringing order out of chaos is a hallmark
of business intelligence.

UNDERSTANDING

SOURCES OF DATA
Generally speaking, there are four
sources of data that organizations
employ in utilizing business
intelligence.
1. Self-Reported – These are the records that you
create and keep in the day-to-day operations of the
business. Examples include fall incidents,
prescription drug monitoring, employee turnover
statistics, housekeeping records, and much more.
Basically, if you’re tracking or measuring something
in a consistent way, it’s usable data.
2. Feedback – Understanding how others perceive
your organization also creates data. Surveys are the
most common example of this category, but any
kind of systematically tracked feedback is valid; for
instance, if you reviewed all of the dinner orders for
a month and found that no one purchased the
broccoli dish, you can take that as feedback that
your patrons weren’t drawn to that menu item (but
additional analysis would need to be done to
understand why).
3. Mined – Thanks to the Internet, there are millions
of data sets available for free that could be used in
business intelligence. The most relevant of these to
aging services organizations is public health and
wellness data. Additionally, many educational
institutions make data sets from their research
available for others to study. Of course, the internet
is also the king of unstructured data. Sometimes,
the information that you want is available in many
different places, but needs to be centralized to be of
use. Hence, we refer to this process as “mining”
because the raw substance is out there, but you
have to work to find it and make it applicable to
your needs. A great example of this is creating a list
of organizations that serve local veterans. Creating
a master document with the name and location of
every American Legion, VFW Post, and other groups
could be of great value to a senior living provider,
but may not already exist in one place.
4. Purchased – Nearly every business is now
keeping extensive records on their customers. In
years gone by, the credit companies were the
biggest purveyor of consumer data. Now, there are
entire digital trading platforms designed to let
people purchase targeted consumer details. Do you
want to know how many people over the age of 55,
in a specific geographic area, are interested in
green living? You can purchase that information
(and so much more) in minutes or less.

When combined, all of these sources of data can
weave a rich and rewarding tapestry of
understanding. Valuable insights might be gleaned
from two data sets that don’t seem to have any
connection. This has been poignantly illustrated in
Holleran’s work regarding an employee’s
understanding of their career path within an
organization and the correlating impact on resident
engagement.
A 25-percentage point increase in an employee’s
opportunity for advance predicts a 24-percentage point
increase in resident fulfillment.
Simply put, when an employee has an understanding
of how they might advance their career with a provider,
the residents feel more fulfilled. Why might this be?
The employee is probably more engaged overall and
providing better service. Also, a strong culture of
internal promotion provides stability within the
employee cohort.
Additionally, residents like to see employees succeed. It
makes them feel good and facilitates connections
within the community, creating a win-win situation.
On the surface, these two ideas – career
development and resident fulfillment – don’t seem
related. But, utilizing statistical analysis and
business intelligence, we’re able to predict how one
directly influences the other.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

APPLICATIONS IN SENIOR LIVING
Many of the examples of business intelligence
presented thus far are not directly applicable to aging
services. Yet, the amount of data created and collected
by senior living providers is astronomical. All too often
this data is siloed within individual departments. If this
data were to be shared and cross-tabulated, a whole
new world of insights could be ignited.
The first area where organizations often look to
institute business intelligence is in the day-to-day
operations of care-giving. As the demand for these
services continues to grow, so does the opportunity to
analyze the outcomes of care. This is also an area where
predictive analytics can be incredibly valuable. By
looking at historical data, an organization could better
predict potential resident outcomes and implement
policies and systems to avoid common pitfalls. As an
example, using your already available data, a business
intelligence system could predict the difference in
outcomes for memory care residents based on their
age of entry, presenting health conditions, and the
frequency of family interactions. The beauty of this kind
of analysis is that it is done in aggregate, with
individual data being anonymized so as to protect and
maintain resident privacy. The potential for business
intelligence goes far beyond care administration,
however.
Most retirement communities operate a bus or similar
type of transportation that enables residents to venture
off campus. Usually, activities personnel keep track of
how many residents utilize the service for various trips.
Has your organization ever systematically reviewed
which trips are the most popular? Does usage change
by day? Or by month? Could the schedule be
engineered to provide better, more consistent service?
Could fuel usage, mileage, and maintenance costs be
reduced? This is an obvious use case, but one that is
easily overlooked. Imagine the possibilities of
overlaying this data with population health statistics.
Do instances of communicable diseases on campus
rise with increased use of group transportation? Now
that would be an interesting study to undertake!
Business intelligence principles are also easily
applied to workforce metrics. Recruiting and
retaining key employees, especially direct care
positions, is a major focus for today’s senior living
providers. Data and analytics can support your
human resources team by providing them deeper
insight into onboarding and turnover practices. An
organization’s HRIS system is a Pandora’s Box of
business intelligence. For instance, you may have a
“gut feeling” regarding the demographics of your
nursing staff, but applying data science to those

metrics could open up a whole new world. What’s
the average age of your entry level nurse? What’s
the average radius of how far they are willing to
drive to work at your community? Does that change
with more senior staff? Can you identify trends and
friction points that might tempt a team member to
leave? Do specific yearly events predict changes in
your staffing? Taking the time to sit down and talk
through the possibilities, with a trained data
scientist, could afford you the edge you need in the
current labor market.
Probably the best known, and most widely applied,
use case for business intelligence in senior living is
sales and marketing. Sales professionals at providers
have been using data to better target their efforts
for years. From the days of basic mailing lists, to
today’s digital campaigns, the use of consumer data
is as important as ever. Like the HRIS system, CRMs
contain vast stores of data that could reap valuable
insights if analyzed properly. From better defining
your average consumer, to profiling potential moveins, and even building tailored sales processes, the
data that a sales team is sitting on could be some of
the most valuable assets an organization possesses
– if used properly.
These scenarios are intended to spark creative
thinking and to get readers to ask “what if?” What if
your organization began to scrutinize and analyze
all of the varied bits of data at its fingertips? What
could you learn that would improve your market
position, streamline your operations, and save
dollars from your bottom line?

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE IN ACTION

LUTHERCARE

Luthercare is a not-for-profit, faith based retirement
community headquartered in Lititz, Pennsylvania. The
organization operates three campuses, all in Lancaster
County. To say that Luthercare is in a competitive
market would be an understatement. There are more
than 20 not-for-profit CCRC providers in and around
Lancaster, and that’s not counting stand-alone assisted
living and skilled nursing facilities, as well as a plethora
of for-profit providers. For this reason, it has been said
that South Central Pennsylvania is the “Silicon Valley”
of senior living.
The executives at Luthercare have long been on the
cutting edge of changes in aging services and have
worked closely with partner firms, like Holleran, to
maintain their strong market position. In the fall of
2019, Luthercare came together with Holleran to
conduct a market intelligence study to better
understand local demographics within the 55+ market.
The study utilized proprietary consumer data
purchased from third party aggregators. This data is
generated from credit reporting agencies, banks,
retailers, and other businesses. While hundreds of
options are available, roughly 25 data points were
selected for review. These covered key areas of insight,
including home equity and mortgage ratios, consumer
preferences, traditional measurements of wealth and
income, and more.
Specific ZIP codes were targeted within the region
based on Luthercare’s preferences. A census of these
ZIP codes showed around 65,000 individuals over the
age of 55. While it is possible for someone to not have a
record with the data provider, in today’s credit driven
climate, the chances that a person has no record is
pretty slim. Of the total possible universe of records, a
random selection of 21,000 was pulled from across the
area, ensuring that an appropriate sample size was
represented in each ZIP code. Holleran’s analysts then
structured this data in such a way that it could be
visualized on an interactive dashboard, putting the
power of analysis directly into the hands of the user.
The Luthercare team, in conjunction with Holleran’s
data science professionals, was then able to drill into
the data to create specific insights. One of the most
exciting findings revolved around truly defining the
middle market. The research quickly and easily
identified the true average income, net worth, home
equity, and real estate disposition for single men, single

women, and married individuals. This data could be
filtered and grouped by ZIP code, income producing
assets, and other demographics, enabling
Luthercare to tailor future products and services to
the market in a way that no other provider has been
able to do.
By looking beyond traditional sources of market
information, and applying the principles of data
science, Luthercare has created a competitive
advantage through business intelligence. Now, the
provider is working on ways to take these insights
further. They are looking forward to layering in their
own proprietary data sets, and creating predictive
analytics modeling that projects changes to the
market over the next decade. While the competition
is focused on projects that meet the needs of
seniors over the next 24 to 48 months, Luthercare is
planning and building to meet the needs of an
aging population as we approach the year 2030.
Now that’s truly strategic planning!

COMING TO A

CONCLUSION
To recall the opening paragraph of this
paper, “work smarter, not harder.”
It is an old adage with which everyone is familiar. At its
core, this is the driver behind implementing business
intelligence. By better understanding our day-to-day
work, and looking at it from an analytical perspective,
we can become more productive and provide better
outcomes to those we serve.
The largest senior living providers are quickly learning
the value of business intelligence and creating
dedicated positions and teams within their
organizations. As these groups grow in size, and gobble
up their small and mid-tier competitors, they are going
to become smarter. Each new acquisition will bring
them more data, more knowledge, and more market
savvy. These providers don’t need to be sold on the
value of business intelligence because they are reaping
the rewards already.
Rather, this White Paper was designed to be a call to
action to mid-size aging services operators. Executives
in these organizations are forced to make difficult
budget decisions every day. While the cost of a full
time data scientist might not make sense, ensuring
that an organization has access to a data science
partner could mean the difference between success
and failure.
In short, the smartest thing any provider can do is to
invest in their own business intelligence today,
tomorrow, and for the next decade to come.
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